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Any peacock would be proud of these gorgeous designs to color. Many of the 31 dazzling drawings

were inspired by traditional arts and antiquities as well as vintage wallpapers, mosaics, and pottery

motifs, while others are all-original illustrations created by the imaginative artist Marty Noble.Pages

are perforated and printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Specially designed for

experienced colorists, Creative HavenÂ® coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration

and artistic fulfillment.
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This book is filled with 31 stunning, bordered , illustrations , creatively showcasing elegant Peacocks

as the focal point in each, some images are of a single Peacock with graceful, detailed ,

spectacular, tails, other images include several Peacocks. The backgrounds and sometimes the

foregrounds include entangled, flowers, leaves, vines, and trees, or just a few strategically placed

detailed, beautiful flowers in full bloom.Once you bring life to these images, with the combination of

color and your own unique creative style, they will be worthy of framing.A perfect gift for college

students, adults, some school aged children that love more detailed pictures and birds but

especially Peacocks!1. 31 Illustrations printed one per page (the back of each page is blank) on



heavy weight, bright white, perforated paper for easy page removal.2. All markers and some Gel

pens leak through this paper, place two pages of scrap paper under the page you are coloring to

prevent damaging the page under it.3. Full page, very detailed, bordered illustrations fill this book,

the art work is flowing and the art style varies throughout the book.4. This book is perfect for

Colored pencils or Markers: Gel pens or crayons could be used but some details are a bit small for

crayons and some areas a bit large for Gel pens.5. The details in the images are complete, you

wonâ€™t start coloring a detail and suddenly it disappears and you are not sure what to do

next.Tips:1. Outline flowers, leaves, larger areas in your illustration with a color a shade darker than

the one you use to color them with, and even the edges of the flowers.2. If it is hard for you to

distinguish your colors at night or in low light areas in your house when you try to color, purchase a

Day Light bulb, this is a type of bulb that provides a brighter light and mimics daylight and colors are

true.

This is the first colouring book I've ever bought and my first attempt at colouring. Incredibly detailed

and complex designs. Good strong paper. Easy to remove sheets. This is an excellent colouring

book and the potential for colouring design is enormous. I've uploaded a photo of my very first effort

at colouring.

Any coloring book drawn by Marty Noble is always awesome. Nice clean lines and perfect details.

Gorgeous swirling peacocks prancing across the pages. If you like to color this book is a must-have!

Again, Creative Haven and Marty Noble have inspired my creative juices to choose colors, markers

and find the quality time to sit down for enjoyment and peacefulness. I am researching peacock

feather colored pictures; their feathers have so many colors! This will continue to be a challenging

book to capture the beautiful essence of the peacock.Many different styles of peacocks are depicted

in different settings, then represented here in this book by Marty Noble's talents. Each page is very

unique and beautiful to work. Peacocks surrounded by beautiful flowers, vines - but each beautiful

bird calls out for our attentive colors and creative expertise.The particulars:~ 31 full size designs~

each design has it's dedicated page, no messing up the other side.~ 4 colored pages to inspire us~

perforated pages for easy removal~ good quality paper~ alcohol markers will bleed through,

suggest personal use copying onto 60 lb. cover stock paper to reduce the amount of ink used~

good clear printing with no missing links or lines~ no repeats, each drawing is delightfully stunning

and unique~ each page is blocked in with a frame surrounding the designWill love this book for a



long time.

What a beautiful book! This book is filled with 31 pages of beautiful birds and flowers! I love each

and every page and can not wait to float away in my imagination with this book. I use Prismacolor

pencils with it and it takes a few days to color each page for me because I have a baby or else it

would take a lot less! Congrats on a beautiful book! I can't believe it's only 5$!! It is worth alot more!

The designs themselves are attractive and perfect for coloring. They are printed clearly and evenly

on one side with nice paper. I like Marty Noble's designs and now look for them specifically.

I've always loved peacocks and have purchased several cross stitch patterns to stitch. But none

completely satisfy me so I'm working to find a picture I can adapt to needlework. Several of these

pictures fit the bill. If I stitch one...I'll upload it into the images to the right.I LOVE the back cover--it

gave me a good laugh. It starts:"Any peacock would be proud of these gorgeous designs to

color."Not "any peacock lover" but any of the birds!! Now I'm picturing a peacock busily trying to

grasp a crayon with its talons...or maybe with its beak?

This book is filled with 31 stunning, bordered , illustrations , creatively showcasing elegant Peacocks

as the focal point in each, some images are of a single Peacock with graceful, detailed ,

spectacular, tails, other images include several Peacocks. The backgrounds and sometimes the

foregrounds include entangled, flowers, leaves, vines, and trees, or just a few strategically placed

detailed, beautiful flowers in full bloom.Once you bring life to these images, with the combination of

color and your own unique creative style, they will be worthy of framing.A perfect gift for college

students, adults, some school aged children that love more detailed pictures and birds but

especially Peacocks!1. 31 Illustrations printed one per page (the back of each page is blank) on

heavy weight, bright white, perforated paper for easy page removal.2. All markers and some Gel

pens leak through this paper, place two pages of scrap paper under the page you are coloring to

prevent damaging the page under it.3. Full page, very detailed, bordered illustrations fill this book,

the art work is flowing and the art style varies throughout the book.4. This book is perfect for

Colored pencils or Markers: Gel pens or crayons could be used but some details are a bit small for

crayons and some areas a bit large for Gel pens.5. The details in the images are complete, you

wonâ€™t start coloring a detail and suddenly it disappears and you are not sure what to do

next.Tips:1. Outline flowers, leaves, larger areas in your illustration with a color a shade darker than



the one you use to color them with, and even the edges of the flowers.2. If it is hard for you to

distinguish your colors at night or in low light areas in your house when you try to color, purchase a

Day Light bulb, this is a type of bulb that provides a brighter light and mimics daylight and colors are

true.i
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